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SIGNiX partners with Alfresco reseller Micro
Strategies
January 20, 2016 | By Lisa Hoover McGreevy

Fancy technology designed to move companies toward the holy grail of a paperless office doesn't
mean a thing if workers are still printing out documents, contracts and invoices for signatures. A new
partnership between e-signature vendor SIGNiX and Alfresco reseller Micro Strategies will bring e-
signatures to Alfresco Activiti so organizations can ditch pen-on-paper document inscription.

By integrating the two platforms, companies can embed digital signatures into documents that
remain permanently compliant, valid and viewable via any free PDF viewer, online or off. SIGNiX
said it uses "The highest levels of identity authentication and encryption, comprehensive audit trails
and tamper-evident technology," to ensure e-signed documents are secure.

"Our integration with SIGNiX gives customers the software benefits of multiple vendors without the
hassle of working through many different companies," Adam Storch, vice president of business
solutions at Micro Strategies, said in a joint statement. "There's one bill to pay, one point of contact,
one user interface and one unified strategy. It's the easiest and most efficient way for our customers to
deploy e-signatures and build a seamless system to keep their business processes moving."

Alfresco Activiti is a business process management tool that blends enterprise content management
with BPM, all in a single location, so it's an ideal product for the addition of an e-signature tool.
SIGNiX has partnered with several enterprise technology companies in recent months to provide
integrated e-signatures, including MediTract, Treeno and Trinisys.

An AIIM report released in November 2015 showed 84 percent of organizations saw a return on
investment from paper-free programs in under 18 months, yet the majority of offices still rely on
manual signatures for contracts and other mission-critical documents.
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